11 Reasons to Support Rita and Scott

1. Rita and Scott have been PPS activists for over 15 years.
2. Rita is endorsed by Senator Lew Frederick, Diane Ravitch, Linda Christensen and Bill Bigalow.
3. Rita and Scott know art, music, and foreign language improve student learning!
4. They stand against corporate-created high-stakes testing that penalizes students and schools.
5. Rita and Scott’s highest priority will be to direct resources to the classroom, where students will benefit most.
6. Scott and Rita organized against school closures, and pushed forward policy to strengthen our neighborhood schools.
7. Having served on numerous policy advisory committees, they will be ready on day one to address PPS dysfunction.
8. Rita and Scott know academic and emotional support systems are necessary to create safe, productive learning environments.
9. Rita and Scott will stand against the DeVos agenda to privatize public education.
10. Both candidates have a track record of advocating for healthy, safe, and modern school buildings.
11. Both have worked for student equity and opportunity rather than corporate “teacher accountability”.

---

I support Rita and Scott because... their work on the PPS budget and Enrollment/Transfer policies provides a foundation for them to create a more equitable and inclusive school system for PPS students and families. Vote for Rita & Scott!

Your Friend Eileen

Desiree B.

I support Rita and Scott because... they have a track record of service in PPS advocating for safe schools. They know a well-rounded education with art, music and foreign language improves student learning and creates positive school climates.

Matty Vasquez